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How To Choose a Cheap Desktop Computer?
It is an important question that how to choose your cost effective and cheap desktop computer for your day to day
work and personal and professional needs. As the computers have a wide range of features and ranging from low
profile to high tech and cheaper to most expensive so the right selection and within budget is much important for
oneself. Normally when we start searching out some cheap equipment we have to compromise over quality but if
we look the scenario through another aspect and that is the essential requirements then we can find out an
appropriate machine meeting all of our requirements within our smaller budget too. Following factors will help
you to determine the actual needs and finalize the specification of your required desktop personal computer.

Purpose of Utilization: You yourself know better about the purpose of your desktop machine and what type of
software applications you need to use on it. If you are a home user and have to surf internet and have to use some
multimedia then an average machine is suitable for you and you do not need to go for high end machines. But if
you have to use it for some professional work and need to install such software applications which demands higher
volume of memory and processing speed then you may have to think about the following devices.

CPU: It is the brain of the computer and you have to analyze the maximum processing speed required for your
software applications and operating system you need to use on this.

Memory: Memory commonly known as RAM, its size also depends upon the requirements of your software.
Motherboard: There are various sorts of motherboards available and each motherboard supports limited
number of processors. You have to finalize it in comparison with the CPU and its features.

Hard Drive: Hard drive is data storage and there are various sizes of hard drives available in the market and price
ranges also depend upon the size of the hard drive. If you have to keep much data then a larger size of hard drive
will be required.
Optical Drive: There are CD‐Rom / Writer, DVD‐Rom / Writer and Blue Ray drives available in the market. You can
select the desired drive on the basis of your media selection you wish to use.

Monitor: There are many types of monitors and available in different screen sizes. Digital and analogue and now a
day LCD monitors are also widely used. You can select the monitor best suitable for you.

Graphics: If you have to watch movies and play video games then you will need a high end graphic card but for
normal usage or built‐in graphic card is sufficient to have.

Sound Card: If you wish to listen music and need a high quality sound then a good sound card can be attached,
otherwise normal sound card are built‐in available in the mother boards.

Ethernet or Modem: Check that how do you use internet, if you are connected through some small network
then an Ethernet / network card will be required and if you have a dial‐up connection then you may have to
purchase a modem for this purpose.
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Operating System: There are several kinds of operating systems available in the market and some requires
special hardware while normally Windows operating systems are supported on almost all personal desktop
computers. You can select the required version according to your need, budget and wish.
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